
On the Number of Special Subgraphs in an Edge 2-Colored or an Oriented Com plete Graph 
Abstract Suppose there are n persons. We call three persons a monochromatic tri an gle if either 
any two of them know each other, or do not know each other. As a spe cial case of Ramsey 
Theorem, we know that if n≧6 then there exists a mono chro mat ic triangle. Naturally when n 
is large, there are many mono chro mat ic triangles. We shall determine the least number of 
mono chro mat ic ones among any n persons. Besides, suppose there are n persons and each two 
of them play a game on ta ble tennis. We say three persons A, B, C, form a directed triangle if A 
beats B, B beats C and C beats A. We say four persons A, B, C, D, form a di rect ed square if A 
beats B, B beats C, C beats D and D beats A. We shall de ter mine the larg est number of 
directed triangles and squares among any n persons. The solution for the largest number of 
directed tri an gles also gives an answer to the ques tion of least number of transitive 
subtournaments of or der 3 in an n-element tournament. We shall also give an upper bound for 
the least of transitive subtournaments of order 4 in an n-element tournament. 1.Introduction 
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